Choose the Word

Directions: Write the word from the word bank that makes the most sense in the sentence. There will be one word left over.

Word Bank

afterword    afterward    aftertaste    foreshadowed
preface      preoccupied  posttest      foresight

1. She was ________________ and did not notice the crack in the sidewalk.

2. With a little ________________ and planning, we can ensure that our vacation is perfect.

3. Marco called me for help studying for the ________________ because he knew I understood the unit on weather.

4. Luanne started reading the ________________ on page 2 of the book.

5. The gray skies ________________ the storm to come.

6. In the ________________ to his mystery novel, the author explained why he chose such a surprising character to be the thief.

7. The unusual fruit juice left a strange ________________ in Stefan’s mouth.

Directions: Circle the prefix in each of the words below.

afterlife    postscript    prefix    forerunner
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